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Let R be a Noetherian ring. In [ 11 the primes P c Q are called a normal 
containment if height Q = height(Q/P) + height P. That paper proves the 
following. 
THEOREM. Let P be prime in a Noetherian ring. Then there is a chain of 
ideals P=I,cI,c... c I, such that for any prime Q containing P. P G Q 
is normal if and only if the largest j = 0, l,..., n kth Ii c Q is ecen. 
In this paper, it is shown that the same theorem holds in a Noetherian 
domain if “P c Q is normal” is replaced by “P G Q satisfies going down.” 
In order to treat both ideas simultaneously, we define the concept of a 
con-forming relation, 
CONFORMING RELATIONS 
Notation. Let P G Q be prime ideals in a Noetherian ring R. We will 
consider a relation, *. which may hold between P and Q. If it does hold, we 
write P * Q. If not, we write P f Q. 
DEFINITION. Let Q be a prime ideal, and let W be an infinite set of prime 
ideals each of which properly contains Q. If for any infinite subset W’ of W. 
we have n (Q’ E W’ } = Q, then we call (Q, W) a conforming pair. 
DEFINITION. The phrase “almost aff’ will mean “all but finitely many.” 
DEFINITION. Let * be a relation as above. Then * is called a conforming 
relation if whenever P s Q are primes and (Q, IV) is a conforming pair. then 
P x Q if and only if P * Q’ for almost all Q’ E W. 
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LEMMA 1. If * is a conforming relation then so is C. 
Proof. Let P c_ Q be prime ideals, and let (Q, w) be a conforming pair. 
First suppose that P f Q. Let W’ = (Q’ E WI P * Q’ }. We want W’ finite. If 
IV is infinite, then clearly (Q, W’) is a conforming pair, and since P * Q’ for 
all Q’ E W’. the hypothesis shows that P * Q. a contradiction. 
Conversely. suppose that P f Q’ for almost all Q’ E IV. Then by 
hypothesis. P * Q is impossible. and so P i Q. 
LEMMA 2. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R, and let U be an 
infinite set of primes of R each of which contains I. Then there is a 
conforming pair (Q, W) rcith I G Q and W G U. 
Proof. Enlarge I to an ideal Q maximal with respect to being contained 
in infinitely many primes in U. It is straightforward to verify that Q is prime. 
If M/= (Q’ E UJ Q c Q’}. it is easy to see that (Q, W) is a conforming pair. 
LEMMA 3. Let R be a Noetherian ring, and let * be a conforming 
relation. Let P s I be ideals with P prime, and let U = (Q’ E spec R ) I G Q’ 
and P * Q’\. Then U contains only Jniteb man?’ minimal members (with 
respect to inclusion ). 
Proof: Let U’ be the set of minimal members of U. Suppose U’ is 
infinite. By Lemma 2, there is a conforming pair (Q. W) with I G Q and 
W c U’. Since P * Q’ for all Q’ E rl/. and since :i; is a conforming relation, 
we must have P * Q. By definition Q E U. This contradicts that Q is properly 
contained in members of U’. 
For our relation * and any prime P, either P * P or P f P. We calibrate 
our main result on conforming pairs by assuming P * P. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a Noetherian ring, and let :i; be a conforming 
relation. Let P be a prime ideal, and suppose that P * P. Then there is a 
chain of ideals P = I, c I, c ... c I,, such that for an?’ prime Q containing 
P. P :k Q if and onl>* if the largest j n*ith Ii c Q is ei’en. 
Proof. Let I, = P. and inductively construct the chain. Suppose that I, 
has been constructed. First consider the case that m is even. Let 
U = {Q’ E spec R II, G Q’ and P & Q’}. By Lemmas 1 and 3, U has only 
finitely many minimal members. We define I,,,+, to be the intersection of 
those finitely many primes. If m is odd, we work symmetrically. defining U 
by * instead of f. 
Clearly. this construction produces an I,,,+, strictly larger than I,,, so that 
our chain eventually stops. Suppose now that Q is a prime containing P. and 
let j be the largest of 0, l,..., It, with Ij G Q. Suppose that j is even (the other 
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case being symmetric). We must show that P * Q. If not, then Q E U= 
(Q’ E spec R IIj s Q’ and P & Q’ }. Let Q, be a minimal member of U with 
Q, G Q. Then Ij+, G Q, g Q. by definition of Zj+, . This is a contradiction. 
Remarks. (a) The only uses of the Noetherian assumption in proving 
Theorem 4 were in proving Lemma 2 and in having I, c I, c .. . terminate. 
In both cases, it would have been enough to only assume A.C.C. on radical 
ideals. 
(b) Lemma 2 fails in an arbitrary ring. Let R be the ring of continuous 
functions on the real line. For II = 1. 2, 3..... let M,, be the maximal ideal 
consisting of those functions which vanish at II. Let U = (M,, 1 n = I, 2, 3.....} 
and let I = 0. 
(c) The converse of Theorem 4 holds in any ring, as we now show. 
THEOREMS. Suppose that for each prime P of R, there is a finite 
increasing chain of ideals P = I, c I, c I, c ... c I,, (n = r?(P)). [f Q is a 
prime containing P, define P * Q to mean that the largest j such that I, Al Q 
is even. Then * is a conforming relation, 
Proof Let P E Q, and let (Q- 1.V) be a conforming pair. Let I; be the 
largest ideal in the chain associated with P such that 1; G Q. Since li + , @ Q. 
and since (Q, IV) is a conforming pair, we see that at most finitely many 
Q’ E U’can contain Ij+,. Thus for almost all Q’ E U’. I, is the largest ideal 
of the chain contained in Q’. Therefore, it is clear that P * Q if and only if 
P :I: Q’ for almost all Q’ E W. 
Two EXAMPLES OF CONFORMING RELATIONS 
Our first example is taken from 1 I 1. 
DEFINITION. We say that P G Q is normal if height Q = height Q/P + 
height P. 
LEMMA 6. Let R be a Noetherian ring. and let (Q. W) be a conforming 
pair. Then Q E Q’ is normal for almost all Q’ E W. 
ProoJ Let height Q = n, and let a,,..., a,, be elements of R with Q 
minimal over (a, ,..., a,). Suppose that Q = Q,. Q, ,..., Q,.: are all of the 
primes of R minimal over (a, ,.... a,). Let Q’ E W, and let height 
(Q'/Q) = m. Suppose that height Q’ # n + tn. Then obviously, height 
Q’>n+m. and so by the Principal Ideal Theorem, height 
Q’/(u, ,..., a,) > m. Thus Q’ must contain one of Q, ,.... Q,. That is. if 
Q’ E W and height Q’ # height (Q’/Q) + height Q, then Q’ contains 
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Q, n . . . n Q,. Now since (Q. W) is a conforming pair. and since 
Q, n . . . n Q, @ (2, there can be at most finitely many Q’ E Ct’ containing 
Q, n ... n Q,, and we are done. 
PROPOSITION 7. Normalit! is a corlformirlg relation it? a Noetheriart rirlg. 
Proof: Let P z Q be primes. and let (Q, IV) be a conforming pair. By 
Lemma 6. applied both to R and to R/P. we see that if It” = 
{Q’ E LVlQ c Q’ is normal and Q/Pg Q’/P is normal}, then IV’ consists of 
almost all the primes of IV. Now it is straightforward to verify that P c Q is 
normal if and only if P or Q’ is normal for any Q’ E Ct”. making the result 
obvious. 
We now look at another conforming relation. 
DEFINITION. Let PG Q be prime ideals in a domain R. Going dew 
holds for P & Q if for any integral extension domain T of R and an) 
qEspecTwithqnR=Q.thereisapEspecTwithp~qandpnR=P. 
Remark. To see if going down is satisfied for P c Q. it is enough to 
verify the definition in the case T = R, the integral closure of R. This is 
easily proved using the well known Going Down Theorem for normal 
domains. 
In order to show that in a Noetherian ring. R, going down is a conforming 
relation, we must draw on knowledge of asymptotic prime divisors. Let I be 
an ideal of R and let Idenote the integral closure of I. It is known that for 
large II, Ass(R/I”) = Ass(R,/I”+ ‘) = . . . . This set is denoted A*(/). We now 
state 14. Proposition 2. I 1. 
LEMMA 8. Let Q c Q’ be primes in a Noetheriarl domain R. if Q c Q’ 
does not sari& going down. then there is a Q, E A*(Q) with Q c Q, G Q’ 
and Q c Q, does not satisfy going down. 
COROLLARY 9. Let (.Q, W) be a corlforming pair in a Noetherian domain. 
Then for almost all Q’ E W, Q c Q’ satisfies going do\rm. 
Prooj Let A*(Q) - {Q} = (Q,. Q, ,..., Q,}. By Lemma 8, if Q’ E LV’ and 
Q c Q’ fails going down, then Q’ contains Q, n ... n Q,-. Since 
Q, n . . . n Q, g Q. and since (Q, W) is a conforming pair. Q, n . -. CT Q,. is 
contained in at most finitely many Q’ E W. and we are done. 
PROPOSITION 10. In a Noetherian domain. going dew is a corformirlg 
relation. 
Proof. Let PE Q be primes, and let (Q. W) be a conforming pair. 
Suppose that P c Q has going down. Let CV’ = (Q’ E WI Q c Q’ has going 
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down}. By Corollary 9, W - W’ is finite. For Q’ E W’, since both P c Q 
and Q c Q’ have going down. Clearly P c Q’ has going down. 
Conversely, suppose that P c Q’ has going down for almost all Q’ E IV. 
We must show that P s Q has going down. By the earlier remark. it is 
enough to _consider q E spec R with q n R = Q. Letting p, . . . ..pm be all the 
primes of R lying over P, we must show that pi c q for sqme i = l,.... m. 
It does no harm to delete the finitely many exceptions and assume that 
P c Q’ has going down for all Q’ E W. By going up, for each Q’ E U’ there 
is a q’ E spec E with q c q’ and q’ n R = Q’. By the nature of W, each such 
q’ contains one of p, ,.... pm. As W is infinite, we see that for some 
i = I..... m, there is an infinite set U c spec R with pi c q’, q c q’, and 
q’ n R E W for all q’ E U. We claim that n (9’ 1 q’ E U} = q. This will show 
that pi c q. completing the proof that P c Q has going down. 
To prove our claim, pick x E n (4’ 14’ E I/}. We will show x E q. As .Y is 
integral over R. consider an expression X’ + r, _ , .Y’- ’ + . . . + rO E q with 
r.; E R and I minimal among all such expressions in q. For q’ E CJ. since 
.uEq’ and qcq’, clearly rO E q’ n R. Now (4’ n R 14’ E U) is an infinite 
subset of W. and since (Q. w) is a conforming pair, we have I-,, E Q G q. 
Thus X(X-’ + r,-,.Y’-’ + ... + r,) E q. By the minimality of I; we have 
x E q. 
Recall that the prime Q in a Noetherian ring R is a G-ideal exactly when 
depth Q < 1 and only finitely many primes contain Q, 12. Theorem 146 I. 
Also note that both normality and going down are transitive relations, so 
that our next result applies to them. 
THEOREM 11. Let R be a Noetherian ring, and let * be a conforming 
relation, with * rejlexiue and transitive. Suppose that P * Q whenever Q is a 
G-ideal, and height Q/P = 1. Then p * q for any pair of primes p or q. 
ProoJ Suppose that p ic. q. We may assume that q is maximal among all 
such pairs. We claim that q is a G-ideal. If not, let W = (q’ E spec R )q z q’ 
and height q’/q = I}. and observe that W is infinite [2, Theorems 144 and 
146) and that (q, W) is a conforming pair. As * is a conforming relation, we 
have p f q’ for almost all q’ E W. This contradicts the maximality of q. Thus 
q is a G-ideal. 
We may now assume that amongst all pairs p’ & q, p $ q has height q/p 
minimal. By hypothesis, height q/p > 1. Letting U = {p’ E spec R) 
p c p’ c q. height p’/p = I} we have (p, U) a conforming pair. Thus p * p’ 
for almost all p’ * LT. For such a p’, since 1: is transitive. and since p d q, we 
must have p’ & q. Since height q/p’ < height q/p, we have a contradiction. 
Remarks. (a) If * is normality, then Theorem 11 can be strengthened. As 
15, Remark 2.6(i)] points out, if R is a Noetherian domain. and if P E M is 
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normal for any maximal ideal M and any prime P with height M/P = 1. then 
p E 4 is normal for all primes p 2 4. 
(b) In case * is going down, the information given by Theorem 11 can also 
be enhanced. We begin by recalling that the domain R satisfies going down if 
P E Q satisfies going down for all primes P g Q of R. We now state the 
main result of [ 3 I. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let R be a Noetherian domain. and suppose that P z Q 
has going down for any primes P & Q rt,ith height P = 1. Then R has going 
dowz. 
Proposition 12 can be combined with the ideas in Theorem 11. In order to 
illustrate this in a situation avoiding technical details. we will assume that R 
is catenary (that is. any two saturated chains of primes with common end 
points have common length). 
PROPOSITION 13. Let R be a catertar)? Noetherian domain, and let n be 
less than the height of an\, G-ideal in R. If P s Q satisfies going doaw 
whenever Q is a G-ideal and height P = n, then R satisfies going down. 
Proof. We first reduce to the case that n = 1. To do this, let p be a prime 
of height n - 1, and let p or Q with Q a G-ideal. As R is catenary and 
n < height Q. clearly height Q/p > 1. Let CY = {P E spec R j p c P c Q and 
height P = n}. Now (p. IV) is a conforming pair and so by Corollary 9. for 
some P E II/, p c P has going down. By hypothesis. P G Q also has going 
down. so that p g Q has going down. Therefore. by induction we see that our 
hypothesis holds when n = 1. 
We now claim that p < 9 satisfies going down for any prime 9 and any 
height I prime p (so that R satisfies going down by 13 I). If not. let 4 be 
maximal among counterexamples. The argument used in the first paragraph 
of the proof of Theorem I1 shows that q is a G-ideal. Thus p s 9 satisfies 
going down by the previous paragraph. This is a contradiction. 
We close with an example of primes p c p, cp2 in a Noetherian domain 
for which p &p, does not satisfy going down, while p cp! does satisfy it. 
Thus. the chain of ideals p = f,, c I, c I2 c . . . c I,, discussed in Theorem 4 
has n >, 2. 
EXAhlPLE. Let 0 c P, c Pz be primes in a Noetherian domain R. and 
suppose that in the integral closure R, at least two primes. Q, and Q,. lie 
over P,. Let c E E with c E Q, - Qz, and with c in every prime of R which 
lies over PI. Now in R[X], q = (X-c) R[X] is prime. Let p = qn RIXJ. If 
S = R ~ {O} and K = R,s, the> ps = qs = (X - c) K[XI, and we easily see 
that q is the unique prime of R[XI lying over p. 
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Now cEQ,, so q c (Q, , X) R[Xl. Contracting to R. we have 
p c (P,. X) R(XI. We claim going down fails here. This is obvious, since 
(Q!,X)R[XI liesover (P,,X)R[Xj. andqd(Q2.X)RIXI sincec&Q,. On 
the other hand. p c (P,. X) R [XI d oes satisfy going down. since every prime 
of R[x] lying over (P?, X) R[Xl has form (Q, A’) RIXl. with Q a prime of R 
lying over P,. By choice of c, c E Q. so that q c (Q. X) FIXI. Thus we have 
PC (P,,X) RlXl c (Pz,X)RIXI with pc (P,.X) RlXl failing going down. 
while p c (PT. X) R 1x1 satisfies going down. 
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